
4-Way vs. 6-Way Dozer Blade: Which Is Right for You?

When you need to spread materials across a job site or push and cut virgin soil, a skid steer dozer blade 
attachment is one of the best products to have. Designed to push loose materials like dirt, rock, and even snow, 
these attachments can give your equipment an entirely new range of applications. But as you’re getting ready to 
purchase one of these products for your own skid steer, you might find it difficult to pick between the two types: 
four-way and six-way blades. Read on to learn about four-way and six-way dozer blades to help determine 
which is right for you.

4 Way Dozer Blades

Skid Steer Four-way dozer blades allow you to push materials and cut angles and slopes with tilt action. Being 
able to tilt your blade makes quick work of digging ditches or spreading dirt over uneven slopes. Four-way 
blades are a great low-cost option for pushing material. An experienced operator can conduct up to 70% of the 
jobs as a 6-way dozer blade at half the cost.

6 Way Dozer Blades
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Six-way dozer blades, on the other hand, offer even more precision. With the ability to move and push loose dirt 
and gravel at up to six different angles, they’re ideal for maximizing operator control over the materials. You 
are able to tilt your blade plus the additional ability to angle your blade to the left or right. Tilting the blade 
allows you to cut ditches and contour your spread or cut. The ability to angle your blade allows you to plow dirt 
to one side or the other. Being able to push dirt to one side reduces the number of passes for certain jobs such as 
filling in a ditch or building a path or roadway. A six way dozer blade is the most efficient skid steer dozer 
attachment you can buy. This dozer attachment gives you the best versatility which will allow you to finish your 
job quicker.

How To Choose Between Them

Though four-way and six-way dozer blades are similar in a lot of ways, they each have their own distinct 
purposes. Four-way models can accomplish most jobsite tasks for a low initial capital investment. However, 
skid steer six-way dozer blades are much more versatile and allow you to get your job done much faster, 
especially over contoured surfaces. So when it comes to deciding which one is right for you, make sure you 
strongly consider your scope of work, initial investment, and speed at which you need to finish jobs.

No matter the type of blade you’re in the market for, McLaren Industries has just what you need. Our skid steer 
six-way dozer blades offer the most bang for your buck and lowest cost per hour over time. They feature a 
powerful tilting and angling mechanism and a wide range of angles to effectively push and spread dirt to your 
exact specifications. Give us a call at McLaren today at (800) 836-0040 or request a quote online.
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